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something.. . of-- for tec the of you are just multiplying it

up to so great that that is getting close to the idea of eternity, but when you

-I uld say that the mercy which he promises here is k without end, &-

k but I don't think you can arrive it simply.. .1 think that is a fact=...

but I don't think the word. itself ...it i-as- means a long, long distance.

It doesn't say whether, it seems to me a much more reasonable

way to interpret. There are cases where -eee one combination cf sounds

has tew-two . like our English word . . whIchthc means ... or maybe lacking

in...those are two entirely different words,d- but theFe- then there are cases

where... but the things that re implied is a meaning of a word ...I don't think

ye-ea-sey-the- If the two can be put together ...1 would say that this word

Is very, very ... but the word dn itself does not say... Here

is ax verse ti-at goes right on. Mr. Butler, can you give us the next verse.

In the Kittel Bible k as I have it here, in Isa. 54, starts with one wctd, and

if you have one word, I what k would that word mean. Not necessariJy,-b

I say See that little us ect, and you say what is that, and you say, caterpillar,

and you say what tx is caterpillar, nad±k you say something that you put up

x 1n'e fron t of the building to hold the roof up, well, if you have me word

up... it may be ee 4Ing something else, if you have mam,yodh, with a-sere

under the mam. But if you have Now, what is the Hebrew word like

--Yes, the word Like $x is the is eparable preposition , Now, this

doesn't have a shewa underc it. How do you geta light out of this. Did you

ever hear of the word_, What do it; mean 2 11thought that you would

be familiar with the word but you never know what particular word

some people are eiI- familiar with ani what' others aren't . Now, this
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